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Mexico's
shell builder
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ESTHER McCoy

Felix Candela
The dissatisfaction of the public with the sterile cubic masses of the
International Style of architecture is mainly responsible for the intense
interest today in structural shells of concrete and in geodesic domes'.
Our love of soap bubbles and of balloons is perhaps at the root of our
fondness for the geodesic dome. It is space fantasy, and has yet to be
conquered by the realism of usable architecture. The concrete shell is
a different matter. It is the most economical way to roof large areas,
and produces beautiful forms on the landscape.
The poetic architecture of today arises mainly out of the principles
of engineering. The close relationship between physical laws and the
esthetic sensibility can be noted in the work of Felix Candela, Mexico's

c

A wartime engineering draftsman for Douglas Aircraft,
Esther McCoy has also worked as an architectural draftsman
with R. M. Schindler, California architect. She has done
considerable writing and editorial work on modern
architecture, and is also a shortstory writer of some note.
Diagram above: Vault of Stock Exchange, Mexico City, 1953.
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shell-builder, as in Pier Luigi Nervi's-Italy's great master
of concreteand the earlier bridges of Maillart.
All of these men have used the material most common to the less
prosperous countries: reinforced concrete. We are inclined in the U. S.
to use concrete in compression, as if it were stone, but Candela has
taken advantage of its plastic properties, in shells so thin that their
inspiration seems to come from nature rather than classical architecture.
Among the two hundred fifty shells Candela has designed and built
for Mexico, and the dozens that are on his drafting board, are a bandshell with the delicate flowing lines of a flower. Starting as a vertical,
it ends as a horizontal, with a 4o-foot cantilever. The doubly-curved
vaulting of Mexico City's Stock Exchange, a solution for the pro.blem
of how to admit natural light while screening out sub-standard buildings in the rear, produces a miraculous kind of indirect illumination
which plays on the supports and the vaulting. One of his late markets
also uses light as an architectural material. By piercing the shell with
glass blocks he achieves a functional mosa~c with solids and voids.
The Iglesia de la Virgen Milagrosa in Mexico City, 1954, is a series
of reinforced concrete umbrellas, first used in markets. One day, he
reports, he was looking at some of the diagrams of the steep umbrellas,
and said to himself, "This is a church." His first opportunity to develop
them in terms of what he calls a traditional church, proved to be the
most economical plan submitted. The area is 16,500 square feet, and
the church was built in ten months at a cost of $41,000. Candela's firm
does contracting as well as design, often the case in countries other
than the United States.
The umbrella columns are tilted to receive the full thrust, and this
gives to the interior the appearance of an imaginary medieval forest.
"This came as a surprise," Candela said. The spirit is Gothic, which
seldom can be summoned by the architect who deliberately sets out
to copy its outwardness.
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There are many kinds of structural shells. The ~est known is the cylindrical vault, the first type to be built-the Zeiss factory in Jena', Germany in 1924. This came after a hundred years of mathematical
investigation, and was made possible by the development of a plastic
material, reinforced concrete, at the end of the nineteenth century.
In the United States, shells are still an architectural indulgence, while
in Mexico they are economically feasible. "They say it is because we
build with slave labor," Candela lamented. ~'But it could be done
almost as cheaply in the United States." Los Angeles' bold structural
engineer, Edgardo Contini, is ready to agree. However, he believes
that the price of experimentation at the moment is prohibitive here,
even when its ultimate goal is a great saving.
Geography often determines the structural system here-sometimes
a county line is the deciding factor. It is only in large scale structures
such as bridges, where cost is not the first consideration, that the engineer can pick the structural system most approp{iate to a project, or is .
free to experiment with new ones.
Candela's first lesson in shell construction came from nature. Natural shells derive their strength from their compound curvature rather
than their thickness. The stresses are so low that no one point is more
vulnerable than another. But there is little about nature's rigid shells
or elastic membranes to remind one of Candela's. The warped (1 Y2
inches thick) surfaces of his church resemble the membqme drape of
a bat's wing, and the single leaf of the roof of EI Atillo Chapel in
Coyoacin is like a sheet of paper twisted in the wind. The umbrellaform shells, which are both support and roof for his numerous factories, have an organic character that falls more within the tree than
the marine family.
But as in the horticultural world, where plants are classified according to their fruits, the architectural shell is a structural family whose
continuous surfaces are integral with -the supports.
The essence of the shell is its thinness, and it·is here that Candela
has made a singular contribution. In 1951, after building several more
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common types of shells, he tried his first hyperbolic paraboloid. This
was the roof for the Cosmic Ray Pavilion at Mexico's University City,
and its main requirement was that it be thin 'enough to admit cosmic
rays. The roof he designed is % inch tHick, with steel reinforcing rods
VB inch in diameter.
Such dimensions are usual in aircraft design (one of the new planes
has two layers of skin beaded together, which add up to .28 inch) but
in the skin of a permanent building it was unknown. Experimental
work with plastic brings us close to it, but it remains for the most part
a project for the future.
The Cosmic Ray Pavilion was a special case. Most of Candela's shells
are 1 Y2 inches thick, a safer dimension not for strength, but to prevent.
the concrete from buckling while drying.
"What do the workmen think of the shells?" Neil Deasy, president
of the Southern California chapter of American Institute of Architects,
asked.
UI do not tell them we are building anything unusual. The form
lumber is laid in straight lines, so it does not appear complicated. In
fact, it is not complicated. Except for its name-hyperbolic paraboloid,"
Candela replied.
He says that since the invention of modem mathematical analysis
we want to use it on every problem, without considering whether there
are more obvious solutions. "It is an essential requisite of our times to
calculate everything. In the case of the hyperbolic paraboloid, lengthy
calculations add only to the cost and accomplish little." This is because
calculations never take into account the unpredictable deformations
in concrete shells.
Shell building in the United States has been confined to types for
which the formulas are simple, such as cylinders and what Candela
calls "revolution domes." Those which demand an intuitive approach
are neglected.
uThe imposing stone vaults of Gothic cathedrals and the daring
domes of the Renaissance," says Candela, uwere built without help
of differential calculus, but instead with a great sense of equilibrium
and sound judgment of the play of forces; qualities more necessary indeed to a real builder than full knowledge of mathematical
intricacies."
Candela designed his church in one week, and calculations made
later served only as a check. He builds no test models. "All my models
are life-size," he says.
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Felix Candela was born in 1910 in Madrid, and was graduated from
Madrid's Escue~a Superior de Arquitectura in 1935. "I was a poor
draftsman, and I did only moderately well in esthetics and philosophy,"
he says. "This taught me to be interested in another question: the
secret of what makes a building stand up."
His father died while he was in college, and to earn money Felix
Candela tutored students in analytical geometry and strength of
materials. "After teaching other students for a year or two, I began to
understand the subjects myself. By this time I was very much interested
in the shell. I learned German and French to continue my studies."
Candela applied for a scholarship upon graduation to investigate
shells in Germany. "There were three applicants, and I was not considered. However, the jury was evenly divided on the ·other two, so I
got the scholarship."
But when he reached the border of Spain he was turned back. Civil
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/)' siders fortunate; he was left free to attack the problem of the shell in
his own intuitive fashion.
Candela spent the next two years serving as an architect with the
Republican Army. Of this he says simply: "One does not choose the
time when he is to be a man, he accepts it. And it is as good to learn
things from life as from a profession. One must become a man before
he can think of becoming a prominent architect." .
When the Republican Government fell, Candela crossed the border
into France with 500,000 of his countrymen. Most of them lived in a
concentration camp. The fallen government used what money it had
left (to which the Quakers added funds) to keep the refugees alive
and to relocate them.
"One day in 1939 my name was called. I do not know why. I was
told I was to go to Mexico. I was without money. I did not have a
jacket. I was sent to the State of Chihuahua, where I was put on a
construction crew to build wooden huts for a Spanish colony. There
were 20,000 of us who went to Mexico."
After a year Candela went to work as a construction superintendent
for a contracting firm building in the Spanish Colonial style. In 1941
he and several other refugees formed their own contracting company,
and with a fortune of ten pesos he went to Acapulco to build post and
beam structures in concrete. By 1944 he was able to send for his
mother, his younger brother Antonio, his sister and his fiancee.
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Antonio brought' the family luck. He had hardly arrived in Mexico
before he won close to $10,000 in the national lottery. This was invested in the production of two motion pictures. HAnd then we were
poor again/' Candela says.
He was past forty years old before he built his first shell. He saiJin a
speech he read at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1954: "The
mathematical barrier so cunningly laid by the German scientists who
developed the method restrained me for some years from seriously
considering the possibility of building shells myself. A picture of the
reinforcement of Maillarfs shell at the Zurich Exposition gave me a
hint of the real behaviour of such vauIts. 77
His seven years' work with shells has made him a recognized master
of this structura:t-system. It has also placed him in a position of importance in the post-revolutionary days of architecture. The revolution,
which began to be felt at the tum of the century, and which freed
structure from the chains of obsolete decoration, left the skeleton unchanged. Architect and engineer alike dismissed structure as a nuisance.
But between the fields of these two professions there existed, as
Candela has said, a no-man's land upon which few dared to tread. He
names Maillart, Nervi, Nowicki and Wright as ones of sufficient talent
to take a stand in the land between.
Candela's name must also be added. In a few years of work he has
narrowed the space immeasurably, and has introduced new and permanent forms on the landscape.
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